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ABSTRACT
The image compression methods aim to compress color image while ensuring that noise removal compression technique produce the good quality level images. The storage of images is becoming difficult with number of images growing to million and billions. Hence the image compression becoming absolute necessity in computing field. The Discrete Cosine Transform is widely used in image compression technique. Redundant information in an image needs to be eliminated by adopting intelligent method. In the recent research attempts better quality of compression is observed with the use of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Quantization. In this paper, the proposed system efficient image encoder removes the sinusoidal noise from original image by Butterworth Band Reject Filter (BBRF) algorithm in FDCT color image compression. The objective of this color image compression scheme is efficiently noise removal image, calculate the Compression Ratio(CR), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) Mean Square Error (MSE) by changing the FDCT level and using Fine Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (F-IDCT) factor while preserving the quality of reconstructed image. Experimentation has been carried out on different image formats successfully. The proposed system achieved a good compression ratio and considerable test application for the quality of the reconstructed color image.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a new image compression technique for sinusoidal noise removal image compression method is popular. Image compression is a part of data compression. Due to size of digital images they engage more space in storage. Also they take more bandwidth and time for getting upload & download from internet. The image compression will become fruitful when the superiority of image gets maintained. Wavelets give the better performance for maintaining image quality in image compression. Image compression can be done by any of two types are Lossy Compression and Lossless Compression. In Lossy Compression which is used in fewer amounts of data in loss of clearness of images are allowed also human eyes will not be able to detect the difference between original and compressed images. In case lossless type of image compression the loss of clarity of images is not allowed [1].

The wavelet is mathematical tools for mining information from various types of data which is also includes images. So they can be “mixed up” using actions of reversing multiplying, summing which is also called as convolution. These wavelets are becoming very useful for huge number of applications like fingerprint application, palm print application, Steganography [2], Iris recognition. The wavelets exploited largely and also grow to be important in the fields of image compression, analyses of Electrocardiogram (ECG), Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), Face and speech recognition, computer graphics. It also helps for multi resolution analysis. They have been used in reduction of noise from data. [3] compression of multispectral images and compression of SAR images. Compression is reduces the storage requirements, transmission time and bandwidth, which makes the data management more effective and efficient [4], [5], [6]. The Process of encoding all DCT coefficients and transmitting them requires huge bandwidth and serve no purpose since most of the coefficients are zeros [12].

By analyzing this, proposed system an intelligent and Butterworth noise removal technique for selection of significant coefficients by eliminating redundancy. In Filter based sinusoidal noise removal computed for each image will adaptive select the significant coefficients by reducing noise and MSE and FIDCT factor while preserving the quality of information in reconstruct image.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1. Colorization-Based Compression Techniques [13]
The main function of colorization based coding is an extraction of the Representative Pixel (RP). Previous colorization based coding methods use an iterative approach to extract the RP. In these approaches a prior temporary set of RP is usually selected. This is a prior selection is manual and causes a redundant or insufficient set of RP. Therefore, redundant RP have to be eliminated and required RP have to additionally extract by additional RP elimination or extraction methods.

2.2. DCT and IDCT [7]
Transform coding systems based on a variety of discrete transform have been constructed extensively. The choice of particular transform in a given application depends on the amount of reconstruction error that can be tolerated and the computational resource available. Compression is achieved during the quantization of the transformed coefficient value. Consider an image f(x,y) of size N×N whose forward, discrete transform T(u,v) can be expressed in terms of the general relation
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Fig 1: Image Compression System

\[ T(u, v) = \sum_{u=0}^{N-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) g(x, y, u, v) \ldots \]

for \( u, v = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \). Given \( T(u, v) \), \( f(x, y) \) similarly can be obtained using the generalized inverse discrete transform.
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Fig 2: Image Decompression System

\[ f(x, y) = \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} T(x, y) h(x, y, u, v) \ldots \]

for \( x, y = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \). In this equation, \( g(x, y, u, v) \) and \( h(x, y, u, v) \) are called forward and inverse transform.

2.3. MSE, RMSE and PSNR [7]
The Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are calculated using equation – (3),(4) and (5) by following formula respectively.

\[ MSE = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ M(i, j) - R(i, j) \right]^2 \quad \ldots \text{Eq. 3} \]

Where \( M(i,j) \) is original image and \( R(i,j) \) is reconstructed image respectively.

\[ RMSE = \sqrt{MSE} \quad \ldots \text{Eq. 4} \]

\[ PSNR = 20 \cdot \log_{10} \frac{255}{RMSE} \quad (dB) \quad \ldots \text{Eq. 5} \]

3. PROPOSED WORK
In this paper the system proposed new compression technique called sinusoidal noise removal in FDCT image compression. As an initial requirement like Fine Discrete Cosine Transform, image segmentation method, Sinusoidal noise removal mechanism, PSNR, MSE and reconstruct of F-IDCT methods are discussed following below.

3.1. System Design
Figure 3 shows the architectural diagram of the system of proposed method. The details of the components are described in the following subsections. The image encoder removes the sinusoidal noise from the original image by Butterworth Band Reject Filter Algorithm. The resultant image is implementing to FDCT and quantization technique. This image is applied to F-IDCT decoding image compression technique. This technique will improve the color image quality. The system process is implementing to FDCT in the processing term in encoding. The transmission process of encoding image is converted in to decoding procedure. The decode process is applied to FIDCT method. This is ready to implement to Dequantization and FIDCT technique. Finally proposed system getting a good quality of noise removed reconstructed image.

\[ H(u,v) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } D(u,v) < D_0 - W/2 \\
0 & \text{if } D_0 - W/2 < D_0 + W/2 \\
1 & \text{if } D(u,v) > D_0 + W/2 
\end{cases} \quad \ldots \text{Eq. 6} \]

Where \( D(u,v) \) is the distance from the origin of the centered frequency rectangle as given by the equation, \( W \) is the width of the band, and \( D_0 \) is its radial center.

Similarly, a Butterworth Band Reject Filter of order \( n \) is given by the expression equation6 respectively.
3.3. Newly Proposed FDCT and FIDCT

The Fine Cosine Transform has found wide application in transform image coding. The efficacy of FDCT on images is discussed here. System proposed the new 2D FDCT and FIDCT. The newly proposed method is explained given by

FDCT function is defined given by

\[ FD(u, v) = \frac{2}{n} \alpha(u) \alpha(v) \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} F(x, y) P \ast Q \]

\[ \alpha(u) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}} & \text{for } u = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \\ \end{cases} \]

\[ \alpha(v) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} & \text{for } v = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \\ \end{cases} \]

\[ P = \cos \left( \frac{(2x + 1)u\pi}{2M} \right)^2 \]

\[ Q = \cos \left( \frac{(2y + 1)v\pi}{2N} \right)^2 \]

FD – Fine Discrete Transform
FD(u,v) – FD Function
u, and v – Frequency variable
M and N – Transform function

The inverse transform is defined as given equation 8 respectively

\[ FI(x, y) = \frac{2}{n} \alpha(u) \alpha(v) \sum_{u=0}^{M-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} FD(u, v) P \ast Q \]

\[ \alpha(u) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}} \text{ for } u = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \]

\[ \alpha(v) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \text{ for } v = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \]

\[ P = \cos \left( \frac{(2x + 1)u\pi}{2M} \right)^2 \]

\[ Q = \cos \left( \frac{(2y + 1)v\pi}{2N} \right)^2 \]

FDCT:

Fig 4: FDCT Code Form

FIDCT:

Apply FDCT on each 8*8 block

Transformed by FDCT

FI – Fine Inverse Transform
FI(x,y) – Inverse Function
x and y – Image Variables
M and N – Transform Function

The 2-D basis functions can be generated by multiplying the horizontally with vertically oriented set of the same functions. The basic functions image pixel for M=8 and N = 8. It can be noted that the basic functions exhibit a progressive increase in frequency and image variable both in the vertical and horizontal direction. The basic transformation functions of results from multiplication of FDC component in with its transpose images. Hence, this function assumes a constant value and is referred to as the FDCT coefficient.

3.4. Proposed Methodology

The image is broken into 8 x 8 block of pixels. Each block of pixels used to image compression. In this kind of broken block of pixels is very difficult. Block of pixels is using to produce high quality of image compression. Each and every block is information about the picture. Splitting of picture block used in compression mechanism and also merging of picture block is used in decompression mechanism. Each dividing blocks are the subdivision of images. The sample FDCT method for described in figure 4. Working from left to right, top to bottom the FDCT is applied to each block. The FDCT fully used for compression standards. In this method produce high quality compression. It is supported to Sinusoidal Noise Removal steps. Each block is compressed through quantization. The array of compressed block that constitutes the image is stored in a drastically reduced amount of space. When desired, the image is reconstructed through decompression, a process that uses the Fine Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (FIDCT). It is the inverse of FDCT. So that decompression is important one. FIDCT is very successful manner of reconstruct the color image.
The plane is divided into blocks of 8*8 sizes and FDCT applied to each block. The FDCT coefficients are compressed through the quantization process using quantize. The FDCT coefficients values become zero. The scanning mechanism is zig zag which means left to right. In this technique which is used to convert matrix into array formats. The encoding is used to convert coefficients into binary value and the same is transmitted.

**FIDCT:**

![Image](image1)

**Fig 5: FDCT Code Form**

The binary value are transmitted and decoded at the receiving end. The 8*8 size is merged FDCT is applied to each block. The FIDCT coefficient are decompressed obtain the reconstructed image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Description of Proposed Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encoder</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input: Read Original Color Image I=READ_IMAGE (file).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposition from I into value of x and y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To construct I is cropped CI=I(200:(CroppedSize[0]-1)+200))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI constructed P<em>Q pixels P</em>Q=8*8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the BBRA with FI=CONVOL(FLOAT(CI))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To x and y set in FDCT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finally x and y set with encoding I from quantization value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output: Receive Compressed Image i.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Decoder** |
| Input: Compressed Image I=INPUT_IMAGE(i) |
| Reconstruct the Color Cropped Image CI |
| Reconstruct the pixel component P*Q |
| Compose the value of x and y in I CONGRID(-1*FIX(FI/50)<1,dispalysize[I] |
| Output: Reconstructed quality Color Image I. |

3.5. **Quantizer** [10]

A quantizer simply reduces the number of bits needed to store the transformed coefficients by reducing the precision of those values. Since this is a many-to-one mapping, it is a lossy process and is the main source of compression in an encoder. Quantization can be performed on each individual coefficient, which is known as Scalar Quantization (SQ). Quantization can also be performed on a group of coefficients together, and this is known as Vector Quantization (VQ).

The quantizer sub-block utilizes the fact that the human eye is unable to perceive some visual information in an image. Such information is deemed redundant and can be discarded without introducing noticeable visual artifacts. Such redundancy is referred to as psychovisual redundancy. This idea can be extended to low bitrate receivers which, due to their stringent bandwidth requirements, might sacrifice visual quality in order to achieve bandwidth efficiency. This concept is the basis for rate distortion theory, that is, receivers might tolerate some visual distortion in exchange for bandwidth conservation.

3.6. **Encoder** [10]

An entropy encoder further compresses the quantized values losslessly to give better overall compression. It uses a model to accurately determine the probabilities for each quantized value and produces an appropriate code based on these probabilities so that the resultant output code stream will be smaller than the input stream. The most commonly used entropy encoders are the Huffman encoder and the arithmetic encoder, although for applications requiring fast execution, simple run-length encoding (RLE) has proven very effective.

3.7. **F-IDCT Encode Integrating Out Edge Information** [7]

The posterior distribution of a segmentation of a portal image, given by the Gibbs distribution in [7], is first simplified by integrating out the edges. The edges have been integrated out; an estimate of the edges will be obtained as a by-product of the optimization process.

4. **EXPERIMENTAL RESULT**

The experimentation about the proposed method has been done. Here the FDCT transform coding applied on test image compression with Sinusoidal Noise Removal Method. Then system implemented FDCT and F-IDCT. Now for checking clarity, quality, and performances of transforms applied on each image process done evaluation between actual image (input image) and compressed image using PSNR and MSE values for each transforms. Following are sample compressed images, the compressed by FDCT and F-IDCT. In this original image is compressed and reconstructed system is getting the quality output image.
The Experimentation of the image compression is displayed above. The result of the image compression by the proposed method in compressed and decompressed the color image. The proposed method is getting the result as compared to existing method. The PSNR and MSE value consuming is structure of color image compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lena.bmp</td>
<td>42.0157</td>
<td>42.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lena.tif</td>
<td>38.0163</td>
<td>38.6947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lena.png</td>
<td>47.063</td>
<td>47.425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In graphical representation system is calculating the building PSNR and MSE value of image compression comparison of existing with proposed system. In this existing system PSNR and MSE value is newly proposed algorithm is considerably reduced.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Different image formats like bmp, png and tif are used for testing and their PSNR and MSE are compared. The newly proposed method has achieved greater compression than that of existing method. The quality of reconstructed image is measured using parameters: MSE and PSNR. Table 1 reveals that the measurement of MSE and PSNR for newly proposed method is acceptable. The system observes that, the newly proposed method is much lesser than that of existing method. In this newly proposed method greater beneficial in terms of saving storage, reducing the image noise as well as effective reconstructed the color image. The quality of image is measured in terms of MSE and PSNR value. It is equally important to conserve the important uniqueness of an image after compression and reconstruction.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, system proposed reduces the noise in color image compression. Experimentation has been carried out on different image format successfully. The newly proposed method is simple. A good compression has been achieved with good PSNR and MSE.

The image performance based error free image compression in sinusoidal noise removal with Fine DCT and F-IDCT proposed here gives better quality of compression and reconstruct image. Here the Fine transform technique is used to best compression mechanism. This transform has shown around 50% of improvement in time of compressed image as compared of existing one. The FDCT transform have shown around 70% of improvement in the time of compressed image and reconstruct image.
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